This contribution, theoretically and methodologically inspired by Pierre Bourdieu's concept of a literary field, analyses the case of Finland-Swedish literature translations into Czech. This literature is viewed as Swedish-language minority literature in Finland after 1900. The field of literary production is small, but nevertheless represents a varied Finland-Swedish 'segment' in the Czech field. As such it constitutes a certain publishing field, having two polarities (commercial/intellectual; young/old) and being entered into by publishers and translators who select writers and books from a certain space of possibles. Print runs of the published books and the distribution of publishing grants are explored with a view to the sociological character of the research. The analysis is divided into sections according to genres and their presupposed place in the field. It is found that while the mechanisms in the Czech publishing field of FinlandSwedish literature are fragmentary (many different authors, works, translators and publishers), the Bourdieusian approach is a productive framework through which to view the division between the intellectual and commercial poles. The position of Finland-Swedish modernist poetry and prose -Edith Södergran, Bo Carpelan and Hagar Olsson, published by Práce and Odeon publishers -is especially significant on the intellectual pole, as well as the position of their advocates within the Czech field (e.g. Josef B. Michl). Short stories, extracts and essays, often belonging to the Finland-Swedish classics (e.g. Christer Kihlman, Henrik Tikkanen), were mainly published in cultural reviews. Finland-Swedish prose is the most varied category, encompassing a broad spectrum of authors and works. Finland-Swedish drama is represented by Bo Ahlfors and the translator of his works František Fröhlich, while commercially successful literature is represented by Sally Salminen's books, published by A. Neubert and Tove Jansson's Moomins. Some of them were translated from Swedish by Libor Štukavec and published by Albatros, others were translated from English and published by Argo.
field of Finnish language literature translated into Czech after the year 1990, inspired by Pierre Bourdieu's concept of a literary field and his key work Les Règles de l'art : genèse et structure du champ littéraire (1992; in Czech translation see Bourdieu, 2010) . We found that even in the case of our limited material, it was possible to speak of a certain publishing field, having two polarities (commercial/intellectual pole; young/old age), being entered into by publishers and translators, who select writers and books from a certain space of possibles (Dlask & Fárová, 2012) .
Finland-Swedish literature published in Czech is an even smaller "segment" than the material in the aforementioned case study, and it represents a rather different case than that of the slightly "francocentric" Bourdieu, who did not take into consideration e.g. translated literature or literature for children. Nevertheless, the aim of this study will be to try if it is possible to use the same Bourdieusian theoretic-methodological points of departure even here.
The article is divided into chapters according to genres and their presupposed place in the field (see Bourdieu, 2010, 156-189) . With a view to the sociological character of my research, I also followed print runs of the published books (during Communism stated obligatorily in imprints) and distribution of publishing grants. To obtain the necessary data, I used Michal Švec's continuously updated bibliography of Finnish books published in Czech (see WS1), the books concerned, the Electronic Catalogue of the National Library of the CR (see WS2), catalogues of the Czech Art Institute-Theatre Institute (see WS3) and information provided by some of the concerned publishing houses. It was not possible to gain all data. 1 Willy Kyrklund and Torsten Pettersson, having Finland-Swedish roots, but having lived in Sweden, are also considered Finland-Swedes, in a parallel way as in Finlands svenska litteraturhistoria II (see Zilliacus, 2000, passim) . On the other hand, I do not deal with works published in original before 1900, 2 that are not comprised in the concept of Finland-Swedish minority literature (cf. e.g. Wrede, 1999, 12, 17) . I quote only Swedish (or other original) and Czech titles of the works.
Intellectual pole: Finland-Swedish poetry
The genre of poetry tends in Bourdieu's concept to the left side of the diagramme (see Bourdieu, 2010, 167) , the intellectual pole, where the number of readers and print runs are quite low and where the field is most autonomous. Newly published poetry is often read only by other poets, and it can take whole decades, before it becomes canonised, starts to be read in schools and sold in larger and commercially more interesting print runs (Ibid, .
The interest of the Czech literary field in Finland-Swedish poetry, represented by the wellknown motion of Finland-Swedish modernism, started in late 1930's, when a famous poem by the key figure of the motion, Edith Södergran, named Dagen svalnar (Den chladne), was published in Czech in two periodicals (1938, 1939 Especially the case of Södergran in Czech can be interpreted as a gradual canonisation, typical for the intellectual pole, as a rise from single poems in different newspapers to the whole poem collection, comprising a scholarly preface by the translator, published twice. In general, the print runs of poetry were quite small compared with prose (see below).
Intellectual pole: stories, essays and extracts in periodicals
The first Finland-Swedish short story in Czech, written by Jarl Hemmer, named Dopis mrtvé přítelkyni, was published in 1932 in J. Pavel's translation in the periodical Venkov. Between 1956 and 1996, the periodical SL (see above) published translations of short Finland-Swedish texts as well as presentations of their authors. The successor of SL nowadays is PLAV (hereinafter P) which started to come out regularly in 2005. The list of Finland-Swedish texts published in these two periodicals is presented in Table 1 .
As a student, the author of this article also translated a story named Då Manja tillfrisknade 
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Except where otherwise indicated, the content of this article is licensed and distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited. The position of the above-mentioned periodicals near the intellectual pole is due to their need of sponsorship, either from abroad (the almanac was sponsored by The Nordic Council of Ministers) or from Czech institutions or persons (P is subsidized by the State Cultural Fund and the Ministry of Culture, Souvislosti by Mr. Jakub Krč and the Ministry of Culture). They are often published in cooperation with the academic sphere (the above-mentioned Faculty of Arts in Prague in case of both the almanac and P) and their print runs are low (200 copies for the almanac, 400 for P and 800 for Souvislosti).
A bit from the intellectual pole: prose Finland-Swedish prose started to be translated into Czech in the interwar period. The Czech publishing field returned to it only in the late 1970's, i.e. during Communism, and published more prose books during 1980's. After a short intermezzo, caused by economic changes in the country after 1989 (see Dlask & Fárová, 2012, 62) , the publishing activities started again after the year 2000, concentrating on fewer authors and more books written by each of them. Publishing houses Argo and Kniha Zlín (see below) specialise only on one author. The list of the published works follows in Table 2 , compiled according to the Czech edition of the work in question (no statement for genre means a novel).
Except where otherwise indicated, the content of this article is licensed and distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited. In the collection Sedm životů. Antologie severských novel (Seven lives. Anthology of Nordic novellas). 7 Her maiden name Černohorská, see above.
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Member of the Albatros publisher group, see below.
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Except where otherwise indicated, the content of this article is licensed and distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited. The translations were made by many different translators of several generations. Even in case of Pettersson, each of the three books was translated by a different person. Only Černohorská-Hartlová and Matochová translated more than one book, the former having translated two Finland-Swedish socially committed works, the latter being a specialist in noir. The publishing houses are also different. Only Argo is more active with its four Finland-Swedish books (see below -Tove Jansson).
As to print runs, it is necessary to point out that a large print run in this case does not automatically indicate high sales. It is often an administrative decision caused by the deformed economy as well as publishing conditions during the era of Communism 1948-1990, when the economy was state and not a market one (cf. Dlask & Fárová, 2012, 62) . Although the print runs are much larger than in the case of poetry (see above), the character of works differs even here (cf. the more intellectual character of Kyrklund's short format and its much smaller print run). Tikkanen's book, two of Pettersson's books (2011, 2012) (sic!) and Holmström's book from 2014 obtained subventions from FILI.
The field centre: bourgeois theatre In Bourdieu's diagram, the bourgeois theatre is situated in the centre (see Bourdieu, 2010, 167) .
In 1965, the Dilia publishers, specialising in drama, published a play named Kattorna (orig. Except where otherwise indicated, the content of this article is licensed and distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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Commercial pole
The criteria of the commercial pole (many readers, large print runs, economic profit) (See Bourdieu, 2010, 156-189) can be found in several cases at different times of the explored period. During 1930's, the most visible Finland-Swedish debut was made by Sally Salminen, who became internationally known and translated into many languages. She was also translated into Czech and published only one year after the original: Besides Tove Jansson's works for adults (see above), her books for children were published in Czech -by Albatros publishing house, a specialist in literature for children. All of them were translated by Libor Štukavec, an academic affiliated with the university in Brno, and specializing in Swedish language, Scandinavian literatures, as well as translating from Swedish (WS7). The list of these books ordered according to the Czech edition of the work in question is in Table 5 
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The first five of seven comic strips named Mumin (1977) (1978) (1979) (1980) (1981) 
10
A mechanical use of Bourdieusian methodology would say that next edition of a book means its canonisation, which could apply to both Salminen and Jansson. On the other hand, this process should take decades, which is not relevant for Salminen. It can be supposed that the reason for the repeated editions was a short-term commercial success. The breaks between editions of Jansson's books are longer, but the character of literature for children does not imply traditional canonisation process as in the case of poetry as specific fights in the literary field. It is more likely that when an edition was sold out, a new one was made.
Discussion and Conclusion
In contrast to Finnish literature published in Czech after 1989 (see Dlask & Fárová, 2012) , the mechanisms within the Czech publishing field of Finland-Swedish literature are much more fragmentary. It has been translated by many different persons specializing in Swedish or other Nordic languages. Some translators even used Finnish or other translations (e.g. English, especially on the commercial pole) of Finland-Swedish texts for their work. Many different Finland-Swedish authors and works have been translated and published by many different publishing houses, Finland-Swedish prose being the most varied category as to the spectrum of authors and works.
Nevertheless, as it has been shown, the division between the intellectual and commercial pole confirms that the use of Bourdieusian approach is productive. The intellectual pole especially showed the significance of two publishing houses, Práce and Odeon, the position of FinlandSwedish modernist poetry and prose (Södergran, Carpelan, Olsson) and its introducers to the Czech field (Branislav, Michl). Short stories, extracts and essays (similar to poetry -not necessarily recent but belonging to the classics of the Finland-Swedish canon) are especially published in cultural revues. The selection of works translated by the author of this article is connected with his research interests (see Biographical note).
The theatre segment, represented by Ahlfors and his translator Fröhlich, is also strong. Commercially successful literature was/is represented by Salminen's books published by A. Neubert 
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